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Introduction to GARPUR

GARPUR stands for:
Generally Accepted Reliability Principle with Uncertainty modelling
and through probabilistic Risk assessment

Purpose of GARPUR:
I to design and evaluate new power system reliability criteria;
I need for probabilistic reliability criteria to supplement and

enhance the N≠1 criterion;
I if successful, these criteria could be progressively implemented

at the pan-European level, optimally balancing reliability and
costs.



Ambitions of GARPUR
Design, develop, and assess new probabilistic reliability criteria.
GARPUR aims to:

I Define new classes of reliability criteria able to quantify the
pan-European electric power system reliability in coherence
with its evolution towards and beyond 2030

I Evaluate the relevance of the criteria and compare di�erent
reliability management strategies through impact comparison
on the resulting global social welfare, thus pinpointing the
most favourable evolutions away from the N-1 criterion in the
decades to come

GARPUR covers the three time horizons:
I Power system operation
I Asset management and
I System development



A coherent reliability management approach across
all time scales of TSO activitiesA coherent reliability management  approach 

across  all time scales of TSO activities 



GARPUR in figures

I Start date: 01/09/2013
I Duration: 4 years
I Estimated budget: 10.9 Me
I Requested EC grant: 7.8 Me
I 20 partners

I 7 TSOs
I 12 research organization
I 1 innovation management expert



The GARPUR consortium



Structure of the GARPUR
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Present situation

I The N≠1 criterion is used
I (N≠1)-Criterion means the rule according to which elements

remaining in operation after a contingency must be capable of
accommodating the new operational situation without
violating operational security limits.

Secure Region

Adequate Region

Infeasible Region

Inadequate Region



Present situation

I The N≠1 criterion is used
I (N≠1)-Criterion means the rule according to which elements

remaining in operation after a contingency must be capable of
accommodating the new operational situation without
violating operational security limits.

I Concept- adequate level of reliability (ALR)
I Each TSO has its own way of implementing ALR

I What are ”acceptable limits” of the di�erent power system
operating states?

I What are the ”credible contingencies”?
I How to use corrective control, when the sole preventive

approach leads to the inability to satisfy the N-1 criterion?



Why GARPUR?

I The N≠1 criterion has limitations:
I N≠1 does not distinguish situations that are not N≠1 secure

(N≠0, N≠ 1
2 ...)

I No guidelines for relaxations relying on post-contingency
corrective control

I Advent of markets and smart-grid technology integrating new
generation and demand patterns:

I Growing uncertainties in the context of power system operation
I Growing complexity of the pan-European power system
I Growing power volatility and uncertainty in the system

development and asset management contexts
I Growing deployment of new devices that enable fast corrective

actions
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No evidence that N-1 will continue to provide the right signals.



Drivers for a new reliability criteria

Drivers (from the questionnaire)
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Q50 If the reliability criterion is changed from N − 1 to one that in some way considers the probability 
and consequences of contingencies would you achieve one or more of the following benefits?

0 2 4 6 8

More efficient grid use

More transmission capacity given to the
market

Less capacity given to the reserves and more
capacity to power transmission

Probabilistic methods would enable an
estimate of the reliability

Increase in wind or other variable production

Other

Number of responses



Barriers for a new reliability criteria
Barriers (from the questionnaire)
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Applying the method/tools would be too laborious

Applying the method/tools would take too much
time

There would not be sufficient and reliable statistical
or other data available for the evaluation

It would be difficult to understand and justify to
society

Regulation requirements

The uncertainty of the acceptable and non-
acceptable consequences would increase

Other

Number of responses

Q51 Which factors will prevent or act as barriers to introducing a reliability criterion that in 
some way considers the probability and consequences of contingencies instead of the strict N − 1?
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WP2: Reliability Management Approach and Criteria
(RMAC)

The proposed RMAC acknowledges the fact that:
I 100% reliability is not possible (chance constraint)
I Both probabilities and criticalities matter (objective function)
I Normally only a relatively small subset of contingencies will be

binding, but this subset should be determined dynamically
given the spatio-temporal variation of threats and criticalities

I Relaxation principle is part of the RMAC



WP4: System Development

System development is about finding network reinforcements that
facilitate future system maintenance and operation.
Goal: answer the following three questions:

I identify the need for investment
I when and where to invest
I how much to invest

Horizon
I several years to decades

Uncertainties
I Huge, and extremely di�cult to ”probabilize”



WP4: System Development
System development is about finding network reinforcements that
facilitate future system maintenance and operation.
Goal: answer the following three questions:

I identify the need for investment
I when and where to invest
I how much to invest

Horizon
I several years to decades

Uncertainties
I Huge, and extremely di�cult to ”probabilize”

Proxies could be used to reduce the complexity of the system
development problems.
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Key messages

I Probabilistic criteria can bring in better balance of cost and
reliability.

I Overall reduction in costs (grid costsú + outage costs)
I short term: using existing grid closer to limit. This means e.g.

higher ATC values between zones and less balancing actions
within zones

I Long term: less grid infrastructure† needed and/or business
case of expanding grid will improve

úGrid costs include OPEX, CAPEX and balancing costs.
†Small is profitable, RMI, 2007.



Web: http://www.garpur-project.eu/

Deliverables: http://www.garpur-project.eu/deliverables

Publications:
I E. Karangelos and L. Wehenkel, Probabilistic reliability management approach

and criteria for power system real-time operation, submitted for presentation at
PSCC, Genoa, Italy, June 2016.

I W. Bukhsh, G. Hawker, K. Bell, T. Bedford, Adequacy assessment of future

electricity networks, submitted for presentation at PSCC, Genoa, Italy, June
2016.

N-1 limitations
¾ Does not consider probability of outages
¾ Does not distinguish situations that are

− Not N-1 secure (N-0, N-½ …) or,
− N-1 secure (but still many options)

¾ Difficult/impossible to handle the comprehensive 
uncertainties in a large interconnected system

¾ Complexity of the pan-European system, increasing 
probability of multiple outages

¾ Volatility caused by RES increasingly necessitates 
probabilistic approaches

¾ Hard to handle new devices that enable fast corrective 
actions
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